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FreeScan Forward

I believe FreeScan began life sometime in early August 1999 when a guy called Andy Whittaker
decided he would connect a Vetronix Tech1 scanner to his Lotus Esprit GT3 and initiate a
conversation with the ECU. Luckily for all us Andy was not only a Esprit enthusiast who wanted
to understand how the Lotus engine management worked but he is also a brilliant software
developer. He is sadly no longer a Lotus Esprit owner however he has left us with a fantastic
legacy in FreeScan.

This document is my first attempt to try and pull together a user guide for the FreeScan software.
It has not been all my own work I must firstly acknowledge all the efforts of Kato (aka
LotusEspritWorld.com) for his very professional design and production of the document. On the
technical side I have had invaluable help and feedback from, Mark Weins, and Frits van der Veen.

Hopefully, this is just the beginning. I want feedback from everyone who uses FreeScan and looks
at this manual. My goal is to make this an on going and evolving resource so that all present and
future Lotus Esprit owners can benefit from our collective wisdom and knowledge.

Happy motoring

Dermot O’Hare
Oxford,
May 2004

freescan@lotusespritworld.com

© Copyright 2004 Lotus Esprit World. All Right Reserved.
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Disclaimer: Lotus Esprit World cannot be held responsible for anything you do with this software, cable and manual. All data is presented for reference only. You
assume total responsibility and risk associated with using this manual.This manual has be produced only as a guide to using Freescan and helping in diagnosing
possible problems with your vehicle. If you are unsure of anything, please take your vehicle to your local Lotus Dealership or Independent.
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Contents of FreeScan Package
1. CD-R, containing the FreeScan installer utility for Windows.

2. ALDL-PC 2 metre interface cable

3. Bound FreeScan Manual (if requested)*

* purchasers can opt not to have the bound hardcopy of the manual, instead it will be saved on
the installer CD.

1. Introduction
FreeScan is a windows-based program that is able to communicate with the ECU which controls
all all 4 cylinder Lotus Esprit models built between 1989-1999 (SE, S4, S4s, GT3). These cars
were all fitted with the GM Fuel-Injection

Requirements

FreeScan runs under the Windows 95, 98 or NT4 operating systems and needs 800 x 600
minimum display resolution and one free serial port. It is recommended to have a 90 MHz or
better Pentium and at least 32 MB of RAM. You will also need an interface cable that connects
your PC to the GM ALDL port. The data is in TTL (i.e. 5V), bi-directional (half-duplex) format and
runs at 8192bps.

The Installer we are using was downloaded from the originator Andy Whittaker at:

http://www.andywhittaker.com/ecu/download.htm

The source code has now also been made available at :

http://sourceforge.net/projects/freescan/

1.1. Installing the Software.
Software can be downloaded from:

http://lotusespritworld.com/images/maintenance/freescan/freescan_207.exe

or

loaded from the CD supplied. Just click on FreeScan.exe.
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1.2 Connecting ALDL Interface lead to Computer.
The interface lead supplied in the pack plugs directly into the ALDL plug in the car. The other end of the
lead plugs into the 9-pin serial port on the back of your laptop. Our leads have been tested and do work
on a IBM ThinkPad, I know people have had problems with other interface leads. Some serial ports do
not supply the correct voltage, so for that reason, I don’t think they work on Sony Vaio laptops.

More recent laptops now commonly don’t have 9-pin serial ports. In this situation you must invest in an
additional adaptor to utilise one of your USB ports, when doing that, make sure you buy one that is for
serial to USB called "RS232-USB" not a PDA-USB, although they look the same, it will NOT work.

Connector in the Esprit

There are two connection points on the Esprit (S4s has an extra on in the right-hand side of the
rear boot). One is tucked up under the passengers dash, the other is in the rear boot under the
panel. See pictures below. Just plug your ALDL cable into one of these points. Obviously the dash
connector is the easiest to use and can be connected while you are driving.

Note: Some user have found the ALDL plug in the rear of the car to me more reliable than the one under the front
passenger dash. It you are experiencing any communication problems try that one first.

Front Dash Connection

Rear Boot Connection
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1.3 Running FreeScan on a MAC
I know one guy in the US did get FreeScan to run on his iBook. The configuration was: iBook
running 10.2.6 (Jaguar)

VirtualPC 6 running Win98SE, Keyspan high-speed USB adaptor (USA-19QW)

Notes to be successful:

1. There are two ways to configure the USB adaptor. I was unsuccessful using VPC to emulate a
serial port (which would use the Mac Keyspan USB drivers). Instead set up a USB peripheral in
VPC and use the Keyspan Windows drivers.

2. Use the Keyspan utility in windows to make sure all is well and check which com port the
adaptor is mapped to – for me it was COM3. Specify the corresponding Com port in the FreeScan
control pane.

3. You must remove the Mac Keyspan drivers (if you installed them) or there will be conflicts and
nothing will work. The above is quite well covered in the Keyspan docs, except for item 3 which is
critical!

THIS HAS NOT BEEN TESTED BY US
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2. Control
This screen controls the interaction of the software with the ECU. On startup, the software tries
to assign the COM1 serial port for communications. If this is not configured properly in your
system file you will get an error message and the “Vehicle Make and Comments” window will be
blank. The software will automatically set up all the necessary data protocols.

To start, click on the start button and I would recommend 100 msec (0.1 sec) delay.The interface
is very slow so that delay is more than enough. Any faster and you get dropouts in the data
stream.

If the software and ALDL cable are all configured correctly you will see activity in the “Bytes Sent”
and “Bytes Received” fields. If you don’t click on the “Force Data” button with the interact function
selected.

The full data steam can be observed by clicking on the “Log ECU Coms to Disk”. This opens up
a new window, it is extremely boring and of no use to us mere mortals!

The most important option is the CSV logging, this allows you to save the data stream to an excel
file. The software currently writes a 33 column tab delimited file with the following headings:

Esprit Sample, Coolant Sensor V, Start Water Temp, TPS V, Des Idle, rpm, Road Speed, Crank Sensors,
O2,Rich/Lean, Integrator, BLM, BLM Cell, Injector Base PW, IAC, Baro, MAP, A:F, TPS, MAT V, Knock
Retard, Knock Count, BatV, Load, Spark, Coolant Temp, MAT, Wastegate DC, Secondary Injectors DC,
Engine Running Time, A/C Demand, A/C Clutch, Closed Loop

More on this in section II
4
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3. Engine Data
This is one of the most useful screens to look at once you have FreeScan running on your laptop,
you have started the software and established communication with the ECU. The software will
update this screen in real time, if it does not then FreeScan is not working. There are three basic
engine conditions which you should check in turn; (i) ignition on but the engine is off, (ii) ignition
on and the car is starting from cool and warming up, (iii) Engine is warm and you take the car out
for a drive on the open road.
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(i) Ignition On, Engine Off

Since the engine is not running not many of the data fields will be active. However, it does allow
you to check the Throttle Position Sensor (TPS) and throttle adjustment. Press the throttle to the
floor, do you get 100%?, if not adjust your throttle cable.

Column 1

EPROM ID serial no, not used

rpm N/A

IAC Position N/A

Desired Idle N/A

MPH N/A

Throttle Position 0

Engine Load 0

MAP 0.84

Barometer 0.84

O2 Volts N/A

Run Time Time in sec since last ECU start

Column 2
Start Temp N/A

Coolant Temp Close to ambient

Mass Air Temp Close to ambient

Spark Advance N/A

Knock Retard 0

Knock Signal 0

Air Flow N/A

Battery Voltage 13.0

Column 3
Crank sensor N/A

A/F Ratio N/A

BLM Contents 128

BLM Cell # 19

Rich Lean N/A
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(ii) Engine On at Idle, warm-up cycle

With the engine now running, all the data fields will be active. You can watch the coolant
temperature coming up to temperature and the fans cutting in and out at the right temperature.
The O2 sensor will start to work after a few minutes once it has been warmed up by the exhaust
gasses. A cold or broken O2 sensor will give a constant 0.5 V. The IAC will be slowly adjusting to
come into calibration.

Column 1

EPROM ID #

rpm 1000-1100 (depends on initial coolant temp and whether throttle
jacking is active)

IAC Position 170 (will slowly drop down to about 70)

Desired Idle 1000 (depends on coolant temp)

MPH 0

Throttle Position 0

Engine Load 7

MAP, kPa 0.45-0.5 (if this value is the same as Barometer then you 
have a vacuum leak)

Barometer, kPa 0.85 (varies a bit depending on the weather and altitude)

O2, Volts 0-0.9 (once up to temp, it should ossicilate between 0 and 0.9)

Run Time N/A

Column 2
Start Temp N/A

Coolant Temp °C Close to ambient

Mass Air Temp °C Ambient

Spark Advance 75 Varies

Knock Retard 0

Knock Signal 0 (may get a few counts on cranking and start-up,
nothing to worry about)

Air Flow N/A

Battery Voltage 13.0-14.0

Column 3
Crank sensor 0,1,2

A/F Ratio N/A

BLM Contents 128 Ideal fuel mixture will give 128 here, 
may change over time

BLM Cell # 19 This is the idle cell

Rich Lean 1-256
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(iii) Engine On, Normal Driving

It is very difficult to look at this screen while driving, take a friend. If you are on you own just log
the data to disk (see CSV logging).

Column 1

EPROM ID #

rpm 1000-7000

IAC Position 170 (should now be between 40-70)

Desired Idle rpm (depends on coolant temp)

MPH 0

Throttle Position 0-100

Engine Load 7-100

MAP 0.45-2.24 (Boost is approx. MAP-1.0, but it is not linear over the
whole range, MAX value is 2.24 regardless of boost)

Barometer 0.85 (varies a bit depending on the weather and altitude)

O2 Volts 0-0.9 (once the up to temp, it should ossicilate between 0
and 0.9)

Run Time N/A

Column 2
Start Temp N/A

Coolant Temp 80-89 Varies a bit between cars, must be over 75 °C to get
full boost.

Mass Air Temp 20-80 Very sensitive to MAP, if it goes over 70 deg boost
will be limited by the ECU, you have chargecooler
problems.

Spark Advance 75

Knock Retard 0-10

Knock Signal 0-256 (a few counts is nothing to worry about, any more,
investigate immediately)

Air Flow

Battery Voltage 13.0-14.0

Column 3 N/A

Crank sensor 0,1,2

A/F Ratio N/A

BLM Contents 128 Ideal fuel value is 128, values less than 128 are OK,
above seek advice, you are running lean.

BLM Cell # 1-19 Depend on specific engine load and rpm

Rich Lean 1-256
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4. Status Bits
I have not found any use for this page.
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5. Dash Board
This is without doubt the page to show off to all your mates if they see you playing with a laptop
in the car. It does look very impressive but I have actually found it of little diagnostic value. It is
just a graphical representation of everything on the Engine Data page. If you have a really slow
laptop it will struggle to keep up with what the car is doing.
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6. Trouble Codes
This is a very useful and important aspect of FreeScans functions.

If you have a fault. This is stored in the ECU’s volatile memory. Non critical fault codes may not
trigger an engine warning light on the dash. FreeScan will show any error codes stored in the ECU
memory once a connection has been made.

A list of the error codes and a brief description are given on the next page.

FreeScan also has a useful feature that allows you to clear the error codes from the memory. This is
very useful as a diagnostic tool.To clear the error codes have the ignition on but the engine NOT running
then press the “Reset ALL trouble Codes button”. Watch to see if any error codes come back after
restarting your engine.
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Possible Error Codes
Code 13 OXYGEN SENSOR CIRCUIT

Code 13 will be set under the following conditions: engine running at least 40 seconds after start,
Coolant temp at least 42°C, No code 21 or 22, O2 signal voltage steady between 0.34 – 0.54 V
Throttle position sensor above 6%. All conditions met for at least 20 secs. Car will not go into
closed loop mode.

Code 14 COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR CIRCUIT – High

Code 14 will set if: signal voltage indicates a coolant temperature above 140 °C. Engine running
for longer than 128 sec.

Code 15 COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR CIRCUIT – Low

Code 15 will set if: signal voltage indicates a coolant temperature above –44 °C. Engine running
for longer than 1 min.

Code 21 THROTTLE POSITION SENSOR CIRCUIT – High

Code 21 will be set if: Engine speed is less than 1500rpm, MAP less than 90kPa, TPS signal
greater than 4V (78%), above conditions exist for over 3 sec, or TPS voltage is greater than 4.9V.

Code 22 THROTTLE POSITION SENSOR CIRCUIT – Low

Code 22 will be set if: engine is running, TPS voltage is less than 0.15V.

Code 23 MASS AIR TEMPERATURE (MAT) SENSOR CIRCUIT

Code 23 will be set if: a signal voltage indicates a mass air temperature below –35°C, and vehicle
speed is less than 15 mph.

Code 24 VEHICLE SPEED SENSOR (VSS) CIRCUIT

Code 24 will be set if: engine speed is between 1600 and 4800rpm, TPS is greater that 5%, MAP
signal is between 86 and 207 kPa, all conditions are met for 10 sec and no Code 21,22,33, or 34.

Code 25 MASS AIR TEMPERATURE (MAT) SENSOR CIRCUIT

Code 25 will be set if: a signal voltage indicates a mass air temperature above 142°C, and vehicle
speed is less than 15 mph, time since engine start is 320 sec or longer.

Code 26 QUAD DRIVER (QDM) CIRCUIT

Code 26 is a very common error code. The error sub-divides into A and B circuits.

Code 26 A codes

Radiator Fan Relay
Wastegate Solenoid
Canister Purge Solenoid
Check Engine Lights

Code 26B codes
ROM Relay
A/C Control Relay
Engine Overheat Relay
Throttle Jack Solenoid Relay
Secondary Injectors

Code 31 BARO SENSOR CIRCUIT

Code 31 will be set if: reading lower than 55kPa (2.3V) OR reading more than 104kPa (4.92V) for
more than 10 sec.
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Code 33 MANIFOLD ABSOLUTE PRESSURE (MAP) SENSOR CIRCUIT – High

Code 33 is set if: engine running, MAP signal greater then 90kPa, TPS less than 0.4%, VSS less then 1 mph,
all conditions met for 20 sec OR engine is running and MAP signal is above 204 kPa.

Code 34 MANIFOLD ABSOLUTE PRESSURE (MAP) SENSOR CIRCUIT – Low

Code 33 is set if: Engine speed less than 600rpm, MAP signal less then 50kPa, all conditions met for at least
0.5 sec or engine speed is greater than 600rpm, TPS greater than 15%, running and MAP signal is less than
50kPa, all conditions met for at least 0.5 sec.

Code 35 IDLE SPEED ERROR

Code 35 is set if: throttle is closed (0% TPS) and engine is 200rpm above or below the desired idle speed for
20 sec.

Code 41 ENGINE SPEED SIGNAL MISSING

Code 42 is set if: ECU does not receive signal pulses from more than 8 engine revolutions during crank or if
does not receive signal pulses for 4 successive engine revolutions during engine run.

Code 42 ELECTRONIC SPARK TIMING (EST) CIRCUIT

Ignition module sends a reference signal to the ECU when engine is cranking or running. When under 700rpm.
The ignition modules controls the ignition timing. When the engine speed exceeds 700rpm the ECU send a 5
V signal to switch the timing to ECU control. An open or ground in the EST bypass circuit will set a Code 42.
Engine will run in “limp home” or “bypass” timing.

Code 43 ELECTRONIC SPARK TIMING (EST) CIRCUIT

ECU performs two tests on the knock sensor to determine if it is working correctly. If either fail then a Code 43
will be set. If there is an indication of knock for 3.67 sec and over a 3.9 sec interval with the engine running or
the ECU terminal voltage on “J1A11” is either above 3.75V or below 1.25V for 5 sec or more.

Code 44 OXYGEN SENSOR CIRCUIT – LEAN

Code 44 is set when the O2 sensor signal remains below 0.3V for 50 sec or more. The system is operating in
closed Loop, no Code 33 or 34, closed loop integrator is active.

Code 45 OXYGEN SENSOR CIRCUIT – RICH

Code 45 is set when the O2 sensor signal remains below 0.75V. The system is operating is Closed Loop, No
Code 33 or 34, TPS is above 5%, conditions are met for 30 sec.

Code 51 MEMCAL ERROR

If Code 51 is set, this normally a fatal error on the ECU. Replace ECU.

Code 53 BATTERY VOLTAGE TOO HIGH

Code 53 will set when the ignition is on and the ECU terminal at “J3C1” and “J4D17” have voltages more than
17.1 V for 0.2 sec.

Code 65 FUEL INJECTOR CIRCUIT (PRIMARY ONLY)

The ECU has 3 injector driver circuits, each controls a pair of injectors (1/4, 2/3 and the 2 secondary). The
ECU monitors the current in the driver circuit for injectors 1/4 and 2/3 and sec injectors. The current through
these two drivers is allowed to raise to a peak of 4 Amps to open the injectors and is then reduced to 1 amp
to hold open (peak and hold type). If the current cannot reach a 4 amp peak, Code 65 is set. This code is also
set if the injector driver circuit is shorted to voltage.
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7. Sensor Diagnostics
This screen shows you the raw voltages from some of the keg engine sensors. This is very useful
data if you suspect that some of your sensors are misbehaving.

Throttle Position Sensor: Typical Values, 0% = 0.5V, 100% = 4.5V

Coolant Temp: Typical Values, 37°C = 1.73V , 60°C = 3.24V

Mass Air Temp Sensor (MAT): Typical Values, 11°C = 4.2V , 28°C = 3.5V

Baro Pressure Sensor: Typical Values, 0kPa = 4.7-4.9V, 60kPa = 1.0-1.2V

Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) Sensor: Typical Values, 0kPa = 2.3-2.5V, 60kPa = 0.5-0.7V
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8. ECU Report
This a screen that was setup by Andy as a future project but was not implemented.
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9. Advanced
This page allows you to interact with the ECU to control 3 engine parameters.

a. Desired idle (I have not really found a use for this feature). It automatically resets to the stored
ECU mapping once the engine is turned off.

b. Block Learn Multiplier (BLM values). The Block Learn Multiplier (BLM) is the long term fuel
adjustment that the ECM "learns" to keep the air/fuel ratio within acceptable parameters. The
Integrator is the same idea, only for short term adjustments. Basically, these two strategies are
used to make adjustments and adaptations to the ever changing loads, atmospheric
conditions and fuel quality to keep the car's air/fuel ratio correct for driveability and emissions.
The BLM values are stored pretty much permanently (unless you disconnect power to the
ECM). The ECU constantly updates the fuel tables (ie. it learns) while you are driving. A value
of 128 in any BLM Cell means that under those conditions the ECU has made no adjustment
ot the store fuel tables to the fuel delivery calibration that results from the ECM "learning" the
values while you are driving around. 128 is the ideal value because it is the centre point of the
range 0-255. Above 128, and the ECM is adding fuel to compensate for a lean condition at a
particular load and rpm. Below 128 and it represents a correction for a rich condition.

If you do any modifications to the car, or the weather has changed abruptly then you might want
to get the ECU to “re-learn” a new set of fuel tables. Use the “RESET BLM” to set all the cells back
to 128.

c. When the car first starts it reduces the Idle Actuator Controller (IAC) slowly down to the lowest
possible setting that maintains the idle speed. The lower the setting, the lower the fuel
requirements, etc.The ECU parks the IAC at 170 counts (fully open air pass) so the car should
not immediately stall when first started. If it does, chances are that the ECU has lost track of
where the IAC "really" is and you will have to hold the throttle open slightly to keep from
stalling out. The ECU "remembers" the location of the IAC at various conditions and relies on
this information to set the valve when things change, like the A/C being turned on.

Sometimes the ECU loses track of the IAC opening position and so may need to be set back to
default position. To do this click ON “RESET IAC”
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10. About
Kato, Lotus Esprit World.com or Dermot O’Hare take no credit for writing this software. The author
of this software is Andy Whitaker. Unfortunately he is no longer a Lotus Esprit owner and does
not keep in regular contact with the community.
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11. Creating a log file
One of the most important options within FreeScan is the ability for the software to save to disk
the data stream from the ECU (data logging). This is a unique facility, even the TECH1 Scan tool
is not able to do this.

Here are the simple steps you need to perform in order to create a data log.

1. Click on the Control screen and start-up the communication with the ECU. I suggest a 100 mSec
data delay is fast enough, the communication is only at 8192 baud so there is no point in setting a
shorter delay.

2. Check that the communication are working correctly by quickly looking at the Engine Data pages,
all the files should be regularly updated.

3. Go back to the Control screen and click in the ‘Start Button’ in the bottom left corner where it says
“CSV Logging”. A new dialogue box will open which allows you to name the file eg. Mydata.csv.
Click OK and you have started the data log. To end just click on stop and the file will be closed and
saved to disk.

4. If you want a full diagnostic data log I would suggest it is approx. 10-15 minutes in length (100 msec
logging interval gives about 9K data points) and explore as much as the rpm and Boost range as
possible (roads permitting!).

The “mydata.csv” file that you have now created is 33 column tab de-limited file. It can be opened
directly into Excel (or other data plotting package). The software currently writes 33 columns with
the following headings:

Esprit Sample, Coolant Sensor V, Start Water Temp, TPS V, Des Idle, rpm, Road Speed, Crank Sensors,
O2,Rich/Lean, Integrator, BLM, BLM Cell, Injector Base PW, IAC, Baro, MAP, A:F, TPS, MAT V, Knock
Retard, Knock Count, BatV, Load, Spark, Coolant Temp, MAT, Wastegate DC, Secondary Injectors DC,
Engine Running Time, A/C Demand, A/C Clutch, Closed Loop.

The Appendices give you some information on the various plots that will be useful to look at.
The .csv file will directly open in Excel when you double click on it in Windows. It is 33 column
data file. To plot the graphs shown in the Appendix use the Chart Wizard in Excel.

NOTE: The Diagnostic Logging (Log ECU Coms to Disk) option on the Control Screen is only of use to programmers
and expert users.
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12. Using online help

Registered owners of the FreeScan documentation can send FreeScan log files* (attached a
“mydata.csv” to freescan@lotusespritworld.com

We will run your file through a series of diagnostic checks and give you a health report on the
state of your engine and sensors.

*To fully diagnose the majority of problems log files should be approx. 10-15 min in length (0.1 sec logging interval)
and explore as much as the rpm and Boost range possible.
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13. Using FreeScan to Fix your Esprit (for the non experts)

FreeScan should be able to help you identify the following common problems:

• O2 sensor (otherwise known as a lambda sensor). This is a critical sensor and is vital for the
correct air/fuel mixture in your engine. If your O2 sensor is completely broken you will get an
error code. However, what tends to happen is that the O2 sensor slowly degrades with time
and with it general engine performance. Users might notice a fuel smell at the exhaust at idle
once warmed up, other symptoms can be that the engine fires and then dies after a
few seconds.

A quick test is to look at the O2 voltage on the “Engine Data” screen. Once the engine is up
to temperature the O2 voltage should oscillate between 0.1 and 0.9 V.

• MAP Sensor: (otherwise known as the Manifold Absolute Pressure sensor or boost sensor).
If this is not working you cannot get any stable boost control. At idle it should read between
0.48-0.55 on the Engine Data” screen. Out on the road the MAP reading may go up to
maximum of 2.24.

• MAT Sensor: (otherwise known as the Mass Air Temperature Sensor). If this is not working
correctly then the ECU cannot control the engine correctly. At high boost you MAT can reach
50-60°C very quickly. At normal driving it should be 10-15 °C above ambient temperature.

• Knock Sensor: This is a microphone bolted to the engine block. It listens to detonation or
“pinking” in the combustion chambers. They are known to get very sensitive and produce
false readings.You often get a few knock counts on engine cranking, nothing to worry about.

• Baro Sensor: (otherwise know as Barometric Pressure Sensor) It is the reference sensor of
the MAP sensor. In the UK I have never seen it above 0.85. It is a bit like a barometer.

• IAC: (otherwise known as the idle control valve) Is common for this to get out of calibration.
If causes a poor idle and fluctuating revs. Refer to special section in the manual.

• Chargecooler pump failure: It is very common for the chargecooler impellors to fail and you
can loose all circulation in the chargecooler circuit. This normally goes undetected by the
driver as it is gradual. You can loose up to 20 hp on this alone. Look at the MAT values out
on the road they will get very high, then pull in and see if the MAT reading falls when the car
is idling. If not then the chargecooler pump is not working.

• Boost solenoid valve: This can be the cause of poor boost control, boost spikes. Refer a
log file to an expert.

• Manifold vacuum leaks: This is very common, causes poor idle and general poor
performance. With the car at idle check to see if MAP and Baro values are different, if not
then you have a manifold leak somewhere in the plumbing.

• Coolant thermostat problems: Look at the coolant temperature when out on the road, if the
car does not reach 78-80°C you will not get full boost.

• General fueling: (rich vs. lean) the origin of this is normally your O2 sensor.

• Wastegate and/or Actuator failure: symptoms are boost spikes, poor boost control, too
high or too low boost.

• Lack of fuel flow for higher boost chips, or clogged fuel filter: Refer the log file to an
expert.

• Injector issues: Refer the log file to an expert.
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APPENDIX I
FREESCAN ECU PARAMETER LOG

Esprit Sample Data reference point.

Coolant Sensor V Coolant sensor voltage.

Start Water Temp Starting temperature on, engine switch on.

TPS V Throttle position sensor voltage, typically 0.49 V at rest
and 4.0V at 100%.

Des Idle rpm that ECM is trying to control idle speed.

rpm Engine speed.

Road Speed Road speed (MPH or KPH).

Crank Sensors Reference pulse.

O2 O2 sensor voltage, ranges from 0.01–0.9 V. Readings
below 0.3V are lean, values above 0.5 V are rich.

Rich/Lean Rich-lean voltage swing in the O2 sensor output.
Counts up to 256 then starts again.

Integrator Normal reading around 128, The integrator is a short
term corrective action which the BLM values are set.

BLM Values vary between 80-130.

BLM Cell There are 19 cells which the ECM learns, depending on
rpm and MAP.

Injector Base PW Duration in msec that the injectors are open.

IAC Idle Air Control, system used to control engine idle
speed.

Baro Barometric pressure, typical about 0.84.

MAP Manifold Air Pressure. Max value 2.24 which is
approx 1.1 bar.

A:F Air/Fuel ratio.

TPS Throttle position (%).

MAT V Mass Air Temperature senor voltage.

Knock Retard Ignition retard in deg as a result of knock detection.

Knock Count Engine detonation counts.

BatV Battery voltage detected by ECM.

Load Engine load.

Spark Ignition advance in degrees.

Coolant Temp Coolant temperature in degrees.

MAT Mass Air Temperature (°C).

Wastegate DC Wastegate solenoid % duty cycle.
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Secondary Injectors DC Secondary injector % duty cycle.

Engine Running Time Engine running time since ignition turned on.

A/C Demand Air con is on.

A/C Clutch Air con is on.

Closed Loop In closed loop, ECM controls engine running using the
O2 sensor feedback.

APPENDIX II TYPICAL FREESCAN PLOTS
Common plots for comparison and troubleshooting

Plot “Esprit Sample” vs. Road speed.

Plot “Road Speed” vs. rpm.

Plot “Esprit Sample” vs. MAP.

Plot “Esprit Sample” vs. MAT.

Plot “BLM Cell” vs “BLM Cell Value”.

Plot “rpm” vs. “MAP”.

Plot “TPS” vs. “MAP”.

Plot “Esprit Sample” vs. “O2.Sensor Voltage”.

Plot “MAP” vs. “normalised Injector Dirty Cycle (%)”.

Multiply “Esprit Sample” column 1 by the “interval time” (default is 0.1 sec) to get “Real time”
in sec.

Plot “Esprit Sample” vs. Road speed
NOTE: These tests were not performed on the public road, speed in excess of 70 mph is against the law in the UK.
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Plot “Road Speed” vs. rpm
Shows the gearing.

Plot “Esprit Sample” vs. MAP
The MAP values correspond to turbo boost pressure. Rough conversion is Boost = MAP –1. The
maximum range of the MAP sensor is 2.24. At the top end range, the MAP sensor is very non-
linear. The maximum boost the ECU will allow is 1.25 bar. If the boost raises above this value the
MAP sensor will still report 2.24. At idle the MAP will read about 0.49-0.50. Baro reads about 0.85.
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Plot of Esprit Sample vs MAT
Should find that MAT rises and falls with the MAP. If your chargecooler is working properly MAT
values may peak to over 50 deg °C in the summer. The outside temp was about 10 °C when this
run was carried out. Max MAT got to about 30 °C on full boost. Once you come off boost, you’ll
see how efficiently your chargecooler is working.

Plot BLM Cell vs BLM Cell Value
Perfect ECU fuel tables for your individual setup would have all the BLM cell values at 128. But
this is never the case. The ECU learns ideal fuelling and stores it in these volatile memory
locations. If they are below 128 then the ECU running it slightly rich which is much more desirable
than running lean. In the plot below you can see that the ECU is adjusting some of the BLM cells
downwards as it learns a good setup.
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rpm vs. MAP

TPS vs. MAP
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Real time vs. O2.Sensor Voltage

Map vs. Normalised Injector DC (%)

On modified cars (eg. with big turbos) it is important to check that the injectors are not saturated
(ie. working at 100% duty cycle). Fuel injectors should not be worked above above 80% DC. To
convert the injector PW in the FreeScan log file to % duty cycle use the following formula.

Injector Duty Cycle (%) = (Injector PW)/(120000/rpm) x 100.

All About Boost
There has been much debate recently on Boost Control. Now that we have a range of Chips to
choose from. I thought a little guide on how the Esprit controls its Turbo Boost would be in order.
The ECU controls the turbo boost pressure in two ways:
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1. For Throttle Openings (TPS) between 0 – 90% – Open Loop Mode

During part throttle openings, the ECU uses a Base Duty Cycle table that estimates the amount of
bleed-through the wastegate needs to achieve a set amount of boost. It can only do this in open
loop because the MAP sensor cannot see what the turbo is producing. A good way of seeing this
in action is to plot Wastegate (DC) vs.TPS from a FreeScan log.You can see from the figures below
as the TPS rises then the solenoid is open for more time which has the effect of bleeding the boost
way from the wastegate actuator, this has the effect of “hiding” the true boost from the wastegate
actuator and so stops it opening, allowing the turbo to develop boost pressures in excess of 1.2 bar!
If you disconnect the solenoid valve from the ECU then you get just the boost pressure equivalent
to the wastegate actuator spring pressure. This should be setup to 0.65 bar.

The plots below are from a FreeScan log of an S4 with stock memcal code. Max boost is approx
0.8 bar, note the max Wastegate DC is about 50%.

The plots below are from my S4 with Marcus’ Chip #4 giving 1.1 bar max boost. See how the max
Wastegate DC is now 60% and the Wastegate DC is not triggered until 3000rpm.
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2. For Throttle Openings (TPS) Greater than 90% - Closed Loop

The only feedback the ECU gets of the boost pressure is the MAP sensor, because this is behind
the throttle butterflys, it is only a true indication of the boost pressure when they are nearly
fully open.

Boost Spikes

If you install a digital boost gauge in your Esprit you will notice high boost pressure during gear
changes. It is thought this is due to the dynamics of the whole charge system. I guess the reaction
time of the Dump Valve (BOV) and the fact that the turbo is still around 80,000rpm means that
pressure transients will occur. I wonder if the transfer resistance of the ports to the cylinders
means that the bores don't see this charge pressure.

3000rpm Stumble
Owners of SE, S4, S4s with the stock GM ECU code will all notice a flat spot or “stumble” between
2900-3000rpm. This behaviour is inherent in all 4-cylinder turbo cars with the GM ECU, “they all
do this” is the common response from the dealership (what do they know!). The problem is the
standard SE, S4, S4s code has got too high wastegate opening at low throttle openings around
3000rpm before the Volumetric Efficiency (VE) of the engine is sufficient enough to cope with the
boost pressure. It is an easy re-code to get rid of it and the plot (page 27) shows no wastegate
action to just over 3000rpm.

Ecu Active Tuning
There is a lot going on inside the ECU and a lot of factors are being monitored and adjusted
simultaneously.

The actual procedure when the car first starts is to reduce the IAC slowly down to the lowest
possible setting that maintains the idle speed. The lower the setting, the lower the fuel
requirements, etc. The ECU parks the IAC at 170 counts (fully open air pass) so the car should
not immediately stall when first started. If it does, chances are that the ECU has lost track of
where the IAC "really" is and you will have to hold the throttle open slightly to keep from stalling
out. The ECU "remembers" the location of the IAC at various conditions and relies on this
information to set the valve when things change, like the A/C being turned on.

This learning curve is what the procedure does: make sure the ECU knows where the valve
should be for idle with A/C and no A/C, etc. If it is properly learned, the car should only
momentarily drop rpm when the A/C is turned on, not plummet down to 800rpm or stall out. Once
the "ideal" settings are learned, the ECU makes adjustments "constantly" when the car is idling
(the IAC will move back and forth a few counts) as the ECU tries to keep a steady rpm.

The problem with most of the rough idles is because the GM ECU has a "no load" mode that
alternates the injectors so that only 2 are firing on each full revolution at low rpm and no load. This
can be quite rough on a 4 cylinder engine causing shakes (you're only firing each other piston).

Depending on which EPROM you are using, this mode is entered around 1000rpm. If the IAC
position is not correctly learned, the car can drop well below 1000rpm, go into the "no load" mode,
and then it will stall when the A/C clutch engages! The actual "desired idle" will change based on
the engine load, temperature, fuel, battery voltage, etc. The ECU monitors the rpm and adjusts
the IAC in small increments to keep it around the desired value.
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IF YOUR THROTTLE STOP IS WRONG then IAC changes will affect the idle to a greater degree
than the ECU expects! The IAC has a dual taper pintle, designed to adjust the air flow in the
correct way for the ECU. If the throttle stop is set wrong, the pintle will be in the wrong place and
the idle will fluctuate up/down more than it should. The dual taper means that the air bypass
amount changes depending on the seating IAC.

The ECU also has a "save me" mode that will jack up the IAC counts and desired idle if the car
idles VERY badly, such as 200rpm variances over 30 seconds. This is similar to the "limp home"
mode and is intended to keep the car running at all costs. If the stop screw is off, or the ECU
learns the IAC counts when the IAC was not reset properly, this mode may come into play if you
find that your car is dropping well below 900rpm, stumbling, then ramping right up to 1200 or
more, this is the cause.

In that case, you need to reset the IAC, reset the ECU and let it relearn the IAC settings again. If
you're crazy enough to want to see the effects, try disconnecting the IAC while the car is idling,
then stop the engine, reconnect the IAC and try restarting the car. The IAC will be completely out
of place (sitting around 20-40 counts or so instead of parked at 170) and the car will likely stall
out right away. If you restart the car, and hold the throttle open slightly for a few seconds and
gently release it, the car will eventually stabilise the idle.

What you're seeing is the constant idle correction of the ECU. The effects of this will be fixed right
after you drive the car over 20mph. The ECU resets the IAC the first time the car is driven at
constant throttle over 20mph.

The manuals detail a GREAT procedure for checking the plugs that can show you if the throttle
coupling is off (if it is, it should NOT be touched without access to a mass air flow test chamber!).
Run the engine up to temperature, no A/C and let the idle stabilise. Disconnect the IAC valve (to
prevent the ECU from moving it). Remove the spark plug wire from cyl #1 and short it to the
engine (be careful not to get shocked).

The idle will drop by about 50rpm or so. Replace the wire, and repeat with the other 3 cylinders.
The idle should drop the same amount for each. If it drops differently on 1 & 2 versus 3 & 4, you're
throttle coupling may be off. If it varies in only one cylinder, there may be compression issues, a
bad plug, or injector issue. Don't forget to reconnect the IAC when you're done and realise that
the IAC WILL be off from where the ECU expects it to be right after this test.
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Trouble Shooting: Some common problems
1. Poor Idle

The way the ECU handles the idle condition is to reduce the injector pulses to every other cycle
at low loads and rpm.

However, during the "learn" phase, this is usually not the case, and the engine runs smooth, but
once that phase is over the engine tends to get rough at idle unless the injectors/gas/spark plugs
etc are all "perfect" and the learn process was done correctly. The idle air controller is usually the
culprit, as the idle swings down past 1000 and the "every other pulse" seems to kick-in, then the
system rises above 1000 and the mode changes back... rough as hell.

If the IAC is disconnected when the idle is below 1000, the car may run rough (shows injector or
plug problems), but if it is disconnected at a higher rpm the car will be smooth. The change across
modes causes the roughness. The other main issue is that although the car tries to learn idle as
soon as you reconnect the power and start the car, it does not learn the correct position of the
IAC valve until you drive the car over 20mph.

To get a stable idle (as best as possible with this ECU on any 4 cylinder Esprit), try this. The Idle
tables are virtually the same in all the chip variations

(a) Before anything else, run FreeScan (engine OFF) and use the "Reset IAC position"
button. This ensures the IAC is in the right spot. Shut off the car and it will go to 170
counts (home).

(b) Disconnect the battery entirely (or pull the fuse), and make sure the charge is full before
continuing. The car should be COLD! (otherwise it will not learn correctly and stall on
cold days!)

(c) Reconnect it and keep the charger connected to trickle charge the battery.

(d) Start the car, A/C ON and fans on (at least the lowest setting, A/C clutch does not work
if the fans are off) and let it idle for 15 minutes. It should start right away, no stalls. If it
stalls, check the throttle air bypass.

(e) Turn off A/C, and idle for another 5 minutes. It should start idling a little high then work
its way down.

(f) Drive, at least over 20mph to reset the IAC. Idle should now work correctly with A/C and
no A/C. If there is still a problem with idle jumping around, too low, or "hunting", check
the throttle air bypass. To do this, connect FreeScan and check the IAC counts and
ensure it is from 5-40 counts with A/C off. If it is lower, there is too much air passing the
throttle and the engine cannot reduce it, if too high, there is too little air. This is the stop
screw on the throttle body. It shouldn't normally need adjustment, but after 10+ years,
things do change! Courtesy of Stu Russell
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2. Throttle Position Sensor Calibration (TPS)

It is very easy to loose 5% of your engines performance on an improperly adjusted throttle cable.
With FreeScan you can easily check the operation of the Throttle Position Sensor (TPS). With the
ignition on but the engine not running, start FreeScan and select the Sensor Diagnostic page.
Monitor the TPS Volts and Scaled values while you slowly depress the gas pedal, they should vary
between about 0.45 and 4.5 volts, and 0-100%, respectively.

If the voltage is zero, or doesn't change, the TPS or wiring may be suspect. Locate the TPS, it is
on the rear end of the intake manifold just after the plenum. It is connected to the end of the
throttle shaft, and is black with a three-wire connector on it.

Disconnect the connector at the TPS, and short-out the Gray/Brown and Blue/Pink wires with a
jumper wire or small paper clip. The reading should be close to 5 Volts/100%. If it is, the TPS may
not be working right, or has come loose from the shaft. If not, the ECM or wiring is suspect.

3. Boost Spikes
The cut-out boost level on the 4-cyclinder cars is 1.25bar. This is also the max. value that is
enterable in the ECU maps. The max boost level is very close to the cut-out level. The whole
boost-control system (its mainly the wastegate-capsule) has a certain delay that causes a short
boost-spike that is higher than the demanded max boost level. If this spike reaches 1.25bar (ie.
MAP = 2.25bar abs) you will get the well known short cutout. (All closed-loop-control-systems will
give a spike to some extent)

This short spike may differ from car to car (eg. engine setup and engine condition). If the
wastegate capsule is a bit lazy the spike will be higher and longer. – Paradox: The "better" the
turbo and the whole engine set-up the higher and longer the spike may be. For example an engine
with a very free flowing and revving turbo will produce a bigger spike. In general you can say that
engines with more upgrades will producing a bigger spike. – the colder the ambient air is the
higher the spike. If you have "learned" the ECU in summer, you will have a bigger spike in winter.

What could be done to minimise this phenomenon: (a) relearn the ECU in cold weather; (b)
use a bigger larger diameter wastegate-capsule (ie. A faster acting version); (c) use more octane
fuel (this actually makes the fuel burn slower and the turbo is revving more slowly; (d) set the
mechanical boost setting exactly to 0.65 – 0.75 bar. Please don’t set it lower than 0.65bar,
otherwise you will get a 3000rpm-stumble and a less accurate wastegate control response at
higher boost levels. This has to do with the ECU learn tables overall control range.

Wastegate Actuator Set-Up: The wastage actuator is control by the tension in the wastegate
actuator rod.The spring tension is set by the length of this rod.To test if is set correctly (see above
we recommend 0.65 bar – 0.7 bar). Disconnect the wastegate boost solenoid in the rear boot
bulkhead. (Note : the check engine light will come on, just ignore it for this test). Drive the car out
on the road full, maximum boost is in 4th gear. If you have a boost gauge in the car just look to
see what steady state boost you can achieve at full throttle. If the boost is two low (less than 0.65
bar) shorten the rod by a couple of turns and try again, if it is two high (greater than 0.75 bar)
lengthen the rod a few turns.

Some cars may have problems with fuel pressure. The fuel pressure has to rise with the boost. If
the fuel pressure cannot hold up, the engine gets lean and the ECM reduces boost. This problem
is often caused by partially clogged fuel-filters and/or weak fuel pump. Its a quite common
problem! You can easily watch this problem, when you install a pressure gauge at the fuel
regulator port and watch this gauge while driving full WOT and full boost.You will see that the fuel
pressure is collapsing at some point. On a FreeScan log you can detect this problem. Low O2
readings (ie. lean) will suddenly appear. Solution is to install a new fuel filter and/or a new
fuel pump.
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Notes
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Whatever performance parts you need for your Esprit,
4 cylinder or V8, we have something for you!

• Engine
• Suspension
• Brakes
• Exhaust
• Clutch
• Fluids
• And many more! :o)

Tel: 0049 8233 791335 – Fax: 0049 8233 791313
www.PUKesprit.de
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